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RL ideas are having a major 
impact on many fields
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• Artificial intelligence

• Control theory

• Operations research

• Neuroscience • Psychology

RL ideas have been independently validated in 
at least four different research communities
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RL ideas – superficially

• Learning from trial and error

• Reward and Value

• RL problems: Markov decision processes, 
bandits

• RL algorithms:Temporal-difference learning, 
Q-learning, actor-critic methods, policy 
gradient methods

4
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The goal of this talk
is to begin asking

• Exactly what are these RL ideas?  Which 
are key?

• Why are they having an impact on so many 
diverse fields?

• What is RL?

• What is happening?

• What does it mean for the future?

5
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• The growth of RL and the diversity of RL 
applications

• Four key ideas of RL

6
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RL application areas

Process Control
23%

Other
8%

Finance
4%

Autonomic Computing
6% Traffic

6%
Robotics

13%

Resource Management
18%

Networking
21%

Survey by Csaba Szepesvari 
of 77 recent application 
papers, based on an IEEE.org 
search for the keywords 
“RL” and “application”

signal processing
natural language processing

web services
brain-computer interfaces

aircraft control
engine control

bio/chemical reactors

sensor networks
routing
call admission control
network resource management

power systems
inventory control
supply chains
customer service

mobile robots, motion control, Robocup, visionstoplight control, trains, unmanned vehicles

load balancing
memory management

algorithm tuning

option pricing
asset management



Fields publishing RL applications

Misc Engineering
22%

Signal Processing
7%

Computer Arch
9% IEEE SMC

9% Machine Learning
10%

Application Specific Venues
12%

Neural Networks
13%

Control/Robotics Conferences
19%

Includes NIPS, AAMAS, ECML (no AI)

Includes parallel computing, 
autonomic computing

Avionics, bio-medical, power systems, 
vehicular, chemical, simulation...

informatics, services, web, 
networking, electronics, 

pattern recognition...
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Four key ideas of RL

1. ?

2. ?

3. ?

4. ?

11

Key?

• distinctive

• powerful

• leggy
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Key idea of RL #1: 

Time/life/interaction

• RL is like life, in that it involves an interaction 
with an external world over and in time

13
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RL is like life

• We interact with the world over time

• We maximize a moment-by-moment signal 
over time

Intelligent
Agent

World
(environment)

action

sensation

reward

14
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Life-like-ness is what 
unites the fields

• Natural and artificial minds face a common 
problem

• Input and output over time

• Signal processing—control and prediction

• Builds bridges to control theory, 
psychology, neuroscience

• This view is distinctive if not unique to RL

15
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Temporal approach is 
distinctive to RL

• Compare to

• Cognitive science in psychology

• Logic, question-answering in AI

• Supervised learning in machine learning

• Frequency-based methods in control

• Even in control, time is often converted 
to space

16
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Four key ideas of RL

1. Time

2. Reward

3. ?

4. ?

18
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Key idea of RL #2: 

Reward/value/verification

• A very simple yet general formulation of 
short- and long-term goals that enables the 
agent to tell for itself when it is right or 
wrong

19
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Short- and long-term goals

• Short-term goal  =  reward signal

• Long-term goal  =  value  =  predicted reward

• For example, 

• Rewards: foods, pains, pleasures, attention, 
discomforts...

• Reward predictors: money, attention, hard 
work, respect, publications...

20
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The reward hypothesis

All of what we mean by goals and purposes 
can be well thought of as the maximization 
of the expected value of the cumulative sum 
of a received scalar signal (reward)

21

• Scalar – no multiple criteria

• Expectation – no risk sensitivity

• Additive – no interactions

• Received – goal is external
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Autonomous verification

• In life, most things we learn for ourselves

• There are no teachers

• No desired trajectories

• Reward lets the agent tell for itself when it 
right or wrong

• Autonomous verification is key to RL’s power

• Enables trial and error – and the enormous 
power of search 

• E.g., TD-Gammon, RoboCup dogs, 
Helicopters…

22
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From reward follows value
• A value function is a map from states to 

expected upcoming cumulative reward

• The value-function hypothesis:

All efficient methods for solving 
sequential decision problems estimate 
value functions as an intermediate step

27

V (st) = E
!
rt+1 + !rt+2 + !2rt+3 + · · ·

"
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From reward follows RL’s 
computational theory of mind

• Reward

• Value functions

• World models

• Temporal-difference error

• Dynamic programming

28
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Key idea of RL #3: 

Sampling

• As in trial-and-error learning

• As in roll-outs and Monte-Carlo search

• As a solution to the curse of dimensionality

29
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The power of sample-based 
search is under appreciated

• E.g., roll-outs, Monte-Carlo tree search

• Works with simulators (generative models)

• Works with no model at all – using sample 
trajectories from the system (learning)

• Scales nicely with computation

• Accuracy is often unaffected by the size of 
the search space

30
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The quality of sample-based 
estimates can be independent 
of the size of the state space

• Depends on the number of samples only

• E.g., roll-outs in Computer Go

• State space is about 10170 – doesn’t matter

• An estimate of the value of a state under a 
policy can be estimated within 1% in 1000 
roll-outs

31
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Introduction
Monte-Carlo Tree Search

History
Conclusion

Principle of Monte-Carlo Evaluation
Monte-Carlo Tree Search
Patterns

Basic Monte-Carlo Move Selection

4/103/109/10

Algorithm

N playouts for every move

Pick the best winning rate

5,000 playouts/s on 19x19

Problems

Evaluation may be wrong

For instance, if all moves
lose immediately, except one
that wins immediately.

Rémi Coulom The Monte Carlo Revolution in Go 7 / 12
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Introduction
Monte-Carlo Tree Search

History
Conclusion

Principle of Monte-Carlo Evaluation
Monte-Carlo Tree Search
Patterns

Monte-Carlo Tree Search

3/92/69/15

Principle

More playouts to best
moves

Apply recursively

Under some simple
conditions: proven
convergence to optimal
move when
#playouts!"

Rémi Coulom The Monte Carlo Revolution in Go 8 / 12
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Impact of sample-based search in Computer Go

34
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Key idea of RL #4: 

Bootstrapping

• The Bellman equation, temporal-difference learning

• Relating the value of each state to the values of 
the states that follow it

35
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2 ways of defining value

• Extensive definition:

• Bootstrapping definition (Bellman equation):

• Both definitions have the same exact solution

• But different approximate solutions

V (st) = E [rt+1 + !V (st+1)]

V (st) = E
!
rt+1 + !rt+2 + !2rt+3 + · · ·

"
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2 ways of defining value

• Extensive definition:

• Bootstrapping definition (Bellman equation):

• Both definitions have the same exact solution

• But different approximate solutions

• Bootstrapping definition is more convenient 
in terms of time

V (st) = E [rt+1 + !V (st+1)]

V (st) = E
!
rt+1 + !rt+2 + !2rt+3 + · · ·

"
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Why might values be 
approximate?

1. Limited data

2. Limited function approximator resources

37
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Approximation because of 
limited data

• What value should the unknown state be given?

• Extensive approx. concludes that it is bad

• Bootstrapping approx. correctly concludes that it is good

Good

Win

Loss

?

90%

10%

e.g., 

38
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Empirically, it’s better to bootstrap, 
at least a little bit

accumulating
traces  

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
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!

RANDOM WALK
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100,000 steps
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!

CART AND POLE

400
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MOUNTAIN CAR

replacing
traces
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episode
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!

PUDDLE WORLD

replacing
traces

accumulating
traces 

replacing
traces

accumulating
traces

RMS error

! is the degree of bootstrapping

! = 1 means no bootstrapping
! = 0 means full bootstrapping

39

Sarsa(!)

lower is 
better
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Approximation because of limited 
function-approximation resources

• When you don’t have enough flexibility 
(parameters) in your function approximator 
to get the solution exactly right

• This will always be the case in any large 
application

• Should you minimize the error to the 
extensive def’n, or to the bootstrapping def’n?

• Is there any principled reason to prefer one 
over the other?

40
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Bootstrapping with FA is 
now straightforward

• Using new TD methods introduced at ICML

• Minimize error to the bootstrapping def’n

• True gradient-descent methods

• Solve two important open problems:

• Convergence under off-policy training

• Convergence for non-linear approximators

• Twice the complexity of conventional TD(!)
41
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Four key ideas of RL

1. Time/life/interaction

2. Reward/value/verification

3. Sampling

4. Bootstrapping

42
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Conclusions
• RL is having impact far beyond machine learning

• The popularity of RL has multiple causes

• The formulation of the problem as one of 
interaction in time, of prediction and control

• The formulation of goals as reward

• The power of sampling as a form of search 
partially solves the curse of dimensionality

• Bootstrapping with function approximation 
may be the main technical innovation

43
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The future of the 4 ideas
• Do they have legs?  Yes!

• Time remains the primary uniting element

• Verification extends to knowledge

• Sample-based methods are spreading to 
other games, to action selection, to 
POMDP planning, RRTs, Extra-trees

• Bootstrapping extends to knowledge; 
gradient methods will extend to non-
linear approximators, control, DP, options, 
TD nets... 44
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Honorable mentions
5. Approximation

6. Respect the problem

• Don’t specialize it or generalize it, just get 
stuck into it and solve it or go home

• Approximate the solution, not the problem

7. Take the agent’s perspective (in modeling the 
world)

• Experiential, subjective

45
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Honorable mentions (2)

8. Temporal distribution of computation and 
information - “life has a now”

9. Optimization as a continuous goal rather than 
a binary one (“reaching the optimum”)

10.Online, incremental

11.Mechanistic, connectionist, limited 
computation, communication, wires

46
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• thank you for your attention

• what do you think?

47


